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before any word will allow you to use it these will be dealt with in a future secrion
as a noun: The good; the poor; the ups on verbs.
and dov'ns; the ifs, ands, and bnts: his
kindl-r-s and his pleases w,erc learned ut Summarv
his mother' s knee.

There are, of course. sentences without
stated subjects, imperative sentences, but

As soon as writers recognize that certain
cate-eories of w'ords. phrases, and clauses

are regularly uscd in difl'erent ways in scn-
tences, subjects being one, they can begin
to realize the reai scope of English. They
can conccntratc on the message they must
convey, and not worrv whether it is cor-
rect to use a word in a way that is not
listed in todav's grammar books.

International Technical Communication
Fred Klein, Editor

This forum is open to professionals from all over the u'orld. Different, challenging, controversial , and
thought-prot'oking viev'points u'ill be presented. Readers ere enceureged to send contributions (500 u'ords
maximum)ro Fred Klein, 1628 N. Counnev Are.. Hollvuood. CA 90046. U.S.A. Original articles v'ritren
in anv major natural languag.e v'ill be act'e'ptt'd subjet'r to editorial ret'ictt'and spoc'e limitations. Articlcs
not w'ritten in English will bc trunslutcd oI no ('().tt and submint'd to tlrc author Jl,r upproval . n'ith the Jinal
text published in English onh.

MACHINE TRANSLATION IN

THE 1990s
Muriel Vasconcellos

As we embark on the new decade. it's
a good time to take a look at machine
translation (MT, defined as "translation
generated by a computer'*'ith or without
human intervention" [1]), and to find out
where this technology stands as a tooi for
technical communication. Has quality im-
proved? Have people's attitudes changed'?
What's happening in the marketplace?
Are there new developments in store? And
finally, what is being dcnc to ensure that
we learn from our mistakes of the past?

Innovation comes at a snail's pace in
this field. but the bottom line is that prog-
ress is steady and sure. and clear trends
are emerging that can be expected to set

the pace from now until the end of the

century.

Quality

Just as lvIT qualiry is difficult to mea-
sure, so too are the improvements that
have taken place. Hutchins [2] recently
ventured the opinion that on the whole the
quality of MT output has not improved
very much in the last 20 years. While it
may be tnre that in the old days we oc-
casionally got "accuracy" rates of 80%
and that these ievels have not been bet-
tered by much more than l07c in general
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texts. the numbers conceal tremendous
differences.

To begin with, today"s high rates of
"accurac\"'-if one believes in such a

yardstick-are more meaningful because
the voiumes of text being machine-
transiated are greater b1' orders of mag-
nitude. To cite just a fe*' exantples in
which MT is used to translate texts cn a

broad ranse of subjects, the U.S. Air
Force reports a volume of 50.000 to
60.000 pages a year 13,435 j: the European
Commission. 3,000 pages a year [4. l6l]:
anci the Pan American Health Organiza-
tion, 2.1 million u,ords (8.400 pages) a
year. METEO 2, a more specialized ap-
plication. produces 10.5 million words
(42.000 pages) a year [5.153]. To-
dar,. high percentages of accuracy-for
METEO 2, 97otb-:ire being maintained
over thousands of plges, compared *'ith
the occasional "show-and-tell" piece 20
years ago. In other words, a single lucky
sample with an 807c rating in 1969 doesn't
begin to compare with the steady streams
of production that we now see in which
levels of 90Vc and hieher are a consistent
phenomenon.

At the same time, the fact that large
quantities of text are being machine-
translated means that more lineuistic
structures, more dclrnains, and r.nore text-
tvpes are being hilndled. General systems,
ri'ith big dictionuric-s tic'vclopc-d trvcr thc
vears. are coF,lng across the board. and

high levels of accuracy are being achieved

in response to linguistic challenges that
were not even attempted in the late 1960s.
Pro-eress in MT is progressively revealing
the true complexity of human language-
the messy parts that defy logic (con-
junction. ellipsis, anacolutha. fragments,
unexpressed inferences, and the like).

Translation programs are now dealing
with some of these, but the effect as mea-
sured in the output may be negligible.
The critenon of "accuracy," if it is un-
derstood to be the percentage of text that
is syntactically' and semantically accept-
able without human intervention. fails
to reflect the transcendance of the solu-
tions. For exiimple, an instance of correct
homograph i:esolution could be just plain
luck-i.e.. a simple default translation-
or it could be the effect of any of several
strategies ranging from a choice based on
probability to an elaborate analysis of the
context. It could be based on a single lin-
guistic rule or a network of ordered rules.
The solution will pass unnoticed if it's
correct, and its accuracy will not count
any more than the routine fetching of a

univocal noun from the dictionary. In
sum, "accuracy" does not take into ac-
count a program's versatility, which is

crucial to its producing texts other than
the one being assessed.

In the end. quality should be a funcrion
of thc purposc ibr which the translation is
being done. lt therefore follows that, pre-
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cisely' because rnore text tvpes are being
translated, lvIT is useful in a great many
more settings than it was in the 1960s.

" and thus it is correspondinglv more valid
zs a technolc;i

Cne last poiui to keep in mrnd aboui
the 20-year-old show-and-teil sample is

that it was most orobably coddied by the
protective appiication of such srrategies as

careful selection of the input passase.

customizatiorr of the input text, overly
specific coding of the dictionaries, or un-
dercoding so that no choices had to be

made between alternatives [6]. Todal' the
public is more aware and less tolerant of
"canned" shows. As a result. N{T is nou,
often demonstrated on input selected at

random.

Attitudes

Folks in senerai are more willing to ac-
cept the shortcomings of MT than thel'
were in the past, and they are more tol-
erant of "raw" and lightly post-edited out-
put. It may be that the sheer numbers of
people involved in the MT fieid, coupled
with the growth in computational lin_euis-

tics and AI. irave had the effect of edu-
cating the public.

There is also increasing concern rn the

U.S. about the quantities of technical lit-
erature being produced in languages other
than English. For information that is al-
ready stored in digitized form, Ir4T is at

the very least acknowledged to be a good' 
scanning device and at best it is looked to
as the ultimate solution to the bonleneck.
albeit some day in the future.

Because there is a greater understand-
ing of how complex language really is,
there is also increasing recognition that
MT will take a long time to be dr:veloped.
Impatience for quick results and impetu-
ous wholesale rejection of MT have been

, replaced by an acceptance that the task
' may take decades and that progress in MT

is inevitably gradual.
Another change is that linguists and

. computational linguists are not at each

1 other's throats as they were in the 1960s.

; There is a sense of glasnosr and a will-
. ingness to work together. A number of

projects are now being developed in sev-
eral countries simultaneously. This co-
operative spirit is importanr for the MT
field. In fact, there is growing recognition
that at all levels the technology is people-

driven: it is people-driven because iv{T de-
velopers need to collaborate closelr'. it is

people-driven because progress depenrls
on regular feedback frorn users. and it is

peopl,:- drivt:n Decause l{;r:,{- tenr .ui i ri,ii
deper,cis on the transiators, eilitor:.. and
dictionary updaters u.'ho work with MT on
a dav-to-Cay basis.

Market Trends

Language combinations. Ori_rinall.v-

MT w'as useC to capture technical and sci-
entific information in foreign languages
and make it available in English. This di-
rection of events was to shift in the late
1960s when U.S. Government funding
dried up and the post-Cold-'Whr clima:e
began to foster translaticns aimed at dis-
seminatine information instead of coi-
lectine it. In particular. the growth of
computer technologv was accompanied b1'

a push to seii products overseas. and N{T
was eniisted to translate the nranuals and
documentation so that the,v could be
launched not only sooner but also simul-
taneously' in multiple markets.

While this trend of course continues.
\^'e are now also seeing a demand for into-
English again, r:specially from Japanese,
and for the development clf source lan,
suases other than tnglish -_Japanese.
German. French. etc. The commercial
companies, understandably, tend to de-
velop new combinations rather than dwell
on the refinement of old ones. More
Arabic, Chinese, Korean, and other non-
Indo-European languages can be ex-
pected. Glasnost may lead to the marriage
of systems that were independentlv de-
veloped [7], and in general there will be
a greater trend toward cooperation be-
t\r'een teams across international borders.

Specialization. The debate continues to
rage over the advantages of specialized
versus general-purpose svstems. Some
pundits [2;5] predict that limited-domain
svstems will ultimately prevail, since they
can promise more reliable results and
therefore require less human intervention
and less care and feeding than do the gen-
eral systems. On the other hand, the latter,
even though thel,may not be as consistent
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in their performance, are directed toward

a much broader usership and are therefore

more marketable-and more commer-

cially interesting for vendors and venture

capitalists.
Integration. MT now serves in many

cases as a link in the larger text-production
chain. Pub\ishers expect the hardu'are and

software to be fully integrated. The in-
compatibility of foreign character sets has

been an obstacle which in the beginning
impeded transmission via modem and is

sometimes still a problem. Another con-

cern is the preservation of typesetting

codes so they will not have to be re-

entered manually in the tar*qet language.
The challenge has been met at the extra-
sentential level, but codes embedded
within the sentence interact with the trans-
lation program itself and are still the sub-
ject of research.

Hardware. Up to now the "serious" N{T

systems-those with heavv-duty diction-
aries and sophisticated linguistic appara-

tus-have been running on mainframes
or minis. When such systems are finally'
ported to PCs, the technology wili be ac-

cessible to the general public and it will
be affordable. Small translation services
and independent translators will be able

to buy it. The litmus test will be whether
these professionals can demonstrate that
it increases their productivity. If it does,

MT will at last be validated. \\/ith such

an endorsement it can be expected to eniot'
brisk sales.

But we don't yet know whether trans-
lators will be able to turn a prc-rfit because

so far none of the high-end MT systems

has been ported to a PC for commercial
use. If the market is there, what is holding
the vendors back? There have been a num-
ber of hurdles, but they are gradually
being overcome.

Text input has been a problem from the

beginning-for mainframe MT as well as

for PCs. High-volume MT can happen

only when reliable streams of digitized
input are available. OCR technologv.
though steadily improving and coming
down in cost, remains imperfect, and false

readings undermine the translation results.
Only large-scale operations, such as the
U.S. Air Force Foreign Technologl' Di-
vision [3], can absorb the cost of moni-
toring OCR input [8]. Today the task is
still too labor-intensive for a lone PC user

or even a small translation service.
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Another problem u'ith the PC has been

that the large dictionaries and programs

needed for general-purpose translation
were too space-hungry for the configura-
tions that were standard in the early' 1980s.

Todal' storage is no longer an issue. How-
ever. lookup on the PC is nruch slower
than on a mainl'ranle or a mini. Unless

machine lookup is considerably faster
than the human translator, the appeal of
these svstems will be lrmited. Fortunately,

turnaround can be expected to improve
a lot with the ne'i' hi-eh-speed chips

and more efficient database-manasement
systems.

Probably the most serious difficulties
for MT on PCs revolve around the dic-
tionaries. Customer support for dictionary
maintenance. u'hether done by the ven-

dor directlv or by' the customer with ven-

dor hand-hoidinu. is labor-intensive
and incompatible u'ith mass-marketing
strateuies. At the same time. updating
on networked PCs can quickly get

out of s6n11o|-a situation that ma),

soon be resolved with new software
for LANs. Also. NIT vendors have been

reluctant to offer thcir large and deeplt,
coded dictionarics on a PC because these

data sets. which can be easily purloined.
represent considerable investments of
time and mone\,. For some systems. a ma-

ture dictionary ma),' account for half or
more of the total development cost.
Smaller MT dictionaries are not the an-

swer: they produce poorer translations
and hence make bad press for the tech-
nology. These difficulties remain to be

ironed out. However, for the most pan the

obstacles are falling away. and it is not
unreasonable to predict that all the major
MT systems u,ill be available on some
form of microcomputer before mid-
decade.

Applicatiorts. While product nianuals
will continue to be developed. it's safe to
say that there will also be much more use

of MT for information purposes. espe-
cially in database retrieval. Human trans-
lation will be too slos,. too expensive. and
too hard to come by to meet the need tor
real-time or near-real-time translation of
the quantities of technical and scientific
material involved. These factors will mo-
tivate the public to accept the unpolished
MT product.

Ail these developments will mean that
MT is reaching far beyond the small trans-

lator/iinguist comnrunit), with which it is
currently involved.

Development Trends

A number of new developments are

being forecast for MT, some of them more

apt to reach l'ruition than others.
ln the practical realm. creative alter-

natives are being proposed to get around

the eternal problem of input. To begin
with, we all expect-or at least hope-
that OCR technology will improve. In ad-

dition, advances in technology should

make it increasingly possible to enlist
modes and media other than traditional
digitized files. Of course, the ultimate
goal is speech input and output, or "real-

time interpretive MT." Teams are already
working in this area. but the prospects are

stiil quite remote. A low-end type of MT
has been proposed in which options are

selected from menus by means of a mouse

[9]. The keyboard itself will take on im-
portance once again as sophisticated pro-

cessing and parsing give renewed impetus

to interactive MT.
At the recent MT Summit II, Boitet pre-

dicted the advent of small, specialized
"light" MT appiications based on the use

of only core linguistic knowledge, spe-

cific domain knowledee. and intrinsic se-

mantics [10].
ln terms of approaches to the translation

problem, transfer architecture now dom-

inates the world of practical MT. Systems

based on an interlingua or pivot language

so far remain under wraps, but it is to be

hoped that they will finally be making
their d6but in the course of the decade.

Meanwhile the use of knowledge bases,

either wholly or just to do parts of the job,
is gaining ascendance. The "bilingual
knowledge bank" that underlies DLI,
scheduled to reach the market in 1993, is
an innovative variant of the knowledee
base concept [11].

For the development of computer gram-
mars. the notions of declarativit-v^ and

monolonicin' are widely discussed. Soon

linguists will be able to write their pro-
grams in a declarative language without
worrying about the order in which oper-
ations are carried out. In this same vein,
parallel processin-e will make it possible

to deal with simultaneous aspects of lan-
guage expression, and connectionist the-
orv will give new insights into how the
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human brain can process along severll
channels at once. Whether or not these
innovations will translate into improved
MT products for the real-world end-user
i:prt:ins lrr be si:1)l'i.

Progress through Cooperation

rvhile stili recognizing the importance of
diverse approaches. NIT w'ill be able to
survive onlt, i1- bonds of continuing co-
operation ure forgeil hct*'ecn those u'ho
de" clr'li it. rlllr-(L:t ii r1i,, 1'.. .i
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S'hy' ha'"e soille lv{T s1,'stems failed?
'Ihe technologl, is acutely vulnerable. lt
may well be in a class b.v itself for the

long-term nursing that it requires. As i
have said above, it relies heavilv on
people-from the development team to
the marketing or promotion group to the
staff in the offices that buv and install the
systems.

To guard against this vulnerabilitr'. it is

essential that there be cooperation on ail
fronts. Each sector-R&D. the suppliers.
and the users-has a unique contribution
to make to the advance of MT. The publit'
institutional sector-government a_qen-

cies, non-profit orsanizations. and aca-

demic institutions--b)' virtue of its stable

existence is in a position to offer conti-
nuity and long-terrn perspective for policr'
decisions. lt can therefore help to foster
development and channel resources tL)-

ward the highest priorities.
The priv'ate entrepreneurial sector, in

turn, is the principai supplier of MT sys-

tems. It is in the best position to sense thc

real needs and the most promising appli-
cations for MT, and to offer products thet
can meet these needs. The markct dictates
the channeling of scarce resources, and

the vendor has a strong vested interest in
seeing that the products are successful.

Finally, it is the user comtnunin' that
makes MT happen in the ultimate sense

by showing that it can br: effective-
through years of devotion 'io scrutinizing
the output and building the dictionary'data
bases. It provides the genius and the

sweat, and in the end it rnakes the case

for MT.
There is now a proposal before the MT

community to bring these three sectors to-
gether in a common leadership initia-
tive-an lnternational Association for
Machine Translation, with three Regional
Associations, one each in the Americas.
Asia, and Europe. Working together, the

three sectors can exchange information,
educate the public, and contribute to the

setting of policy and priorities. lt can raise
issues, and it can help to avoid duplication
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